Individual and Neighborhood Socioeconomic Status Characteristics and Prevalence of Metabolic Syndrome: The Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study
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Objective: The objective of this study was to examine the association of individual socioeconomic status (iSES) and neighborhood socioeconomic status (nSES) on the prevalence of metabolic syndrome (MetS) in the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study (1987–1999).

Methods: Participants included 2932 black and 9777 white men and women aged 45 to 64 years without diabetes at baseline. Total combined family income was calculated for the past 12 months and six census tract socioeconomic measures combined into a composite index were used to quantify iSES and nSES, respectively. Poisson regression was used to assess associations of the joint contribution of iSES and nSES on the MetS, stratified by gender and race and adjusting for multiple covariates. For analyses that included nSES, hierarchical modeling techniques were used.

Results: Using 2005 Third Report of the Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in Adults criteria, MetS was identified in 40% of black women, 30% of white women, 28% of black men, and 35% of white men. Among black and white men, there was no association between MetS and iSES or nSES. In contrast, after adjustment for risk factors, black and white women with low (L)-iSES and medium (M)-iSES were more likely to have MetS than those with high (H)-iSES. Similar but weaker patterns were noted for L-nSES and M-nSES.

Conclusions: In summary, both iSES and nSES were independently associated with an increased prevalence of MetS among women but not men. Efforts aimed at understanding the causes of these gender differences may offer insight into avenues for reducing the prevalence of the MetS and its chronic disease sequelae.
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INTRODUCTION

The metabolic syndrome (MetS) has been identified as a cluster of cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors that includes defects in insulin sensitivity (impaired fasting glucose), dyslipidemia, hypertension, and central adiposity (1,2). Its prevalence in a cross-sectional (1988–1994) nationally representative sample of US adults was almost 25% and differed by age, race, and gender (3). MetS is associated with increased risk of diabetes (4,5), atherosclerosis (6), coronary heart disease (6–8), and CVD (5,7–9) morbidity and mortality. Consistent inverse associations between socioeconomic status (SES) and some components of the MetS, such as large waist (10–13), defects in insulin sensitivity (13–16), and high blood pressure (13,17,18) have been reported in the literature.

MetS = metabolic syndrome; CVD = cardiovascular disease; SES = socioeconomic status; iSES = individual-level socioeconomic status; nSES = neighborhood-level socioeconomic status; ARIC = atherosclerosis risk in communities study; NC = North Carolina; MS = Mississippi; MN = Minnesota; MD = Maryland; L = low; M = middle; H = high; LDL-C = low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; PR = prevalence ratio; CI = confidence interval.
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the independent effects of both iSES and nSES on the MetS. We examined the cross-sectional associations between iSES and nSES in a middle-aged black and white cohort of men and women, the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study. We hypothesized that both iSES and nSES would be inversely associated with MetS. Given that in the United States, socioeconomic and neighborhood characteristics tend to differ among black and white persons, and because the prevalence of the MetS differs by race and gender, we examined whether SES-MetS associations, if present, varied by race and gender.

METHODS

Study Population

The ARIC study is a community-based prospective cohort designed to investigate the etiology and natural history of atherosclerosis and its sequelae. From 1987 to 1989, the ARIC study examined 15,792 black and white residents aged 45 to 64 years in four communities in North Carolina (NC), Mississippi (MS), Minnesota (MN), and Maryland (MD). Two of the samples (Washington County, MD and Minneapolis, MN suburbs) were mostly white. Blacks were over-sampled in Forsyth County, NC (12% black) and were exclusively sampled in Jackson, MS to provide sufficient power to investigate findings by ethnicity. A comparison of participants with nonrespondents has been previously described (46). The institutional review boards at the involved institutions approved the study, and all participants gave informed, written consent. A detailed description of the ARIC study has been published (47).

We excluded participants with diabetes (n = 1870) or an unknown diabetes status at baseline (n = 122), with missing data that precluded classification of the MetS (n = 885) and nSES (n = 663), with a race other than black or white (n = 48) and black participants in Minneapolis, MN or Washington County, MD (n = 55). Type II diabetes was defined as a fasting blood glucose level greater than 140 mg/dl, nonfasting blood glucose level greater than 200 mg/dl, use of hypoglycemic medications or self-reported physician diagnosis. The final sample size was 12,709.

Ascertainment of SES

The iSES exposures considered were family income and educational attainment. Educational attainment was categorized as less than high school, high school graduate or equivalent, and greater than high school. Family income, originally grouped into 10 ordinal categories, was collapsed into three categories that closely approximated tertiles (under $24,000 (L-iSES), $24,000 to $49,999 (M-iSES), and $50,000 or more (H-iSES)).

A commercial vendor geocoded place of residence at the baseline exam (1987–1989) and these data were used to link participants with 1990 US Census tract level socioeconomic data. Census tract level matches were obtained for 90% of the addresses submitted (48). The repeatability and accuracy of the vendor have been reported elsewhere and demonstrated to be high (49).

To provide comparability with earlier analyses of the neighborhood context in the ARIC study we used a composite index Z-score based on methods used by Dier-Roux et al. in earlier work (41,50). Six 1990 US census-based area measures were chosen to represent dimensions of wealth and income based on factor analyses: log of the median household income in 1989, log of the median value of owner occupied house, percent of households receiving interest, dividend, or net rental income, percent of adults 25+ with high school degree, percent of adults 25+ with a college degree, and percent of individuals aged 16+ in professional, managerial, or executive occupations. For each measure chosen, a Z-score was calculated by subtracting the mean value of all tracts within the study communities and dividing by the SD. A neighborhood summary score was constructed by summing Z-scores for each of the six variables. The average values for all census tracts within the study communities were used as the mean. Because of limited overlap in black and white nSES, race-specific tertiles of summary scores were created.

Metabolic Syndrome

Blood pressure, triglycerides, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, glucose, and waist-to-hip ratio were measured according to standard ARIC procedures (36). Participants were asked to fast 12 hours before blood draw and actual fasting times were recorded. Blood was drawn from an antecubital vein of seated participants, serum was centrifuged, and frozen samples were shipped to central laboratories for analysis. Trained technicians measured waist and hip circumferences to the nearest centimeter at the umbilical level and maximum buttocks, respectively. The mean of the last two of three systolic and diastolic sitting blood pressure measurements obtained from a random-zero sphygmomanometer was used for measures of blood pressure.

The MetS was defined as a binary outcome using the Third Report of the Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol in Adults criteria (1) as the presence of three or more of the following components: elevated blood pressure (systolic blood pressure >130 or diastolic blood pressure >85 mm Hg and/or use of antihypertension medications (yes/no)); elevated triglycerides (≥150 mg/dl); low-high density lipoprotein cholesterol (men <40 mg/dl, women <50 mg/dl); impaired fasting (fasting >8 hours) glucose (≥100 mg/dl); and large waist circumference (men >102 cm (>40 in), women >88 cm (>35 in).

Covariates

The covariates selected for the analysis were age (years), gender (male or female), smoking status and alcohol use (current, former, never), physical activity, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C in mg/dl), study center (Forsyth County, NC, Jackson, MS, Minneapolis, MN, and Washington County, MD) and self-reported race (black or white). Each participant was asked to indicate whether they were white, black, Indian, or Asian. "Race" refers to a socially constructed category and has been shown to correlate well with measured and unmeasured environmental attributes such as diet, occupational exposures, and social resources (51). Physical activity was measured using the sport during leisure time activity index (range, 1–5) of Baecke's questionnaire (52). LDL-C level was calculated by using the Friedewald formula (36) at a central laboratory.

Statistical Analysis

All analyses were performed with SAS 9.1 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) and were gender and race specific. Characteristics of the population (Table 1) were described as proportions and means and the prevalence of the MetS (Figure 1) was described as age-adjusted proportions. The strength of associations between various measures for iSES and nSES and MetS (Table 3) were estimated by prevalence ratios (PR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) between low and medium SES and the high SES referent group.

Given the high prevalence of the MetS (greater than 10% in all race gender groups), Poisson regression, implemented using generalized estimation equations, was used to assess associations between SES and MetS as it has been shown to provide more accurate estimates of PRs in such circumstances (53). To prevent underestimation of standard errors owing to overdispersion, the Pearson scale option was used (54). Because analyses included nSES, hierarchical modeling techniques were used, as they take into account the dependence of persons from the same area in the calculation of the standard errors (55,56). Included participants resided in 351 different census tracts, with a median number of 14 participants per tract. Interactions between gender, race, and nSES and iSES tertiles were tested through the Wald test comparing the models with and without interactions. All tests for interactions use α = 0.05 to determine statistical significance.

Analyses of associations between SES and the MetS were adjusted for age, smoking status, alcohol use, physical activity, LDL-C, and study center. The center and age variables were retained in the model, because they were found to be confounders of the SES-MetS relationship. Physical activity, LDL-C, smoking, and alcohol use were not found to be confounders. However, because they are regarded as strong risk factors for MetS in the literature, and did not change our point estimates, these variables remained in the model.

Further, in order to evaluate the independent effect of nSES on the MetS, we also controlled for iSES. Likewise, models for iSES controlled for nSES.
When iSES was included in models as a covariate, six household income categories were used (under $15,000, $16,000 to $24,999, $25,000 to $34,999, $35,000 to $49,999, $50,000 to $74,999, and $75,000 or more).

**RESULTS**

Table 1 presents selected characteristics of the study population by race and gender. When compared with whites, black men and women were disproportionately represented in the lower education and family income categories, as well as in poorer neighborhoods. Most black and white women were never smokers, whereas most white men were former smokers. In contrast, black men were approximately equally distributed across the smoking status categories. Whites had lower levels of physical activity than blacks. Age (mean between 53 and 55 years) and patterns of LDL-C ($\leq 130$ mg/dL) were similar among black and white, men and women.

Figure 1 presents the data on the age-adjusted prevalence of the MetS for each race-gender group. The MetS was highest in black women (40%), followed by white men (35%), white women (30%), and black men (28%).

When iSES was included in models as a covariate, six household income categories were used (under $15,000, $16,000 to $24,999, $25,000 to $34,999, $35,000 to $49,999, $50,000 to $74,999, and $75,000 or more).

**SES and the MetS**

Table 2 presents the age-adjusted prevalence of the MetS by iSES and nSES for each race-gender group. Among whites, within gender groups, patterns were similar for iSES and nSES: Among women there were inverse gradients between SES and MetS and among men, although a gradient was not present, those in the highest SES group had a modestly lower prevalence of MetS. In contrast, among black men there was no clear association between nSES or iSES and the MetS.
whereas among black women there was an inverse association between SES and MetS and a lower prevalence of MetS among those in high nSES areas compared with those in middle and lower nSES areas. Results for education (not shown) are similar to those seen for family income.

We assessed for effect measure modification of the iSES and nSES associations with MetS by race and gender. There was evidence of race and gender differences in the association of iSES and nSES with MetS prevalence ($p_{interaction} < .05$ for each). Thus, results are presented stratified by race and gender. Table 3 presents multivariable adjusted PRs and 95% CIs for the association between iSES and nSES and the MetS by race and gender. Among black and white men, there was no association between iSES or nSES and the MetS. In contrast, among black and white women there were graded inverse associations between iSES and the MetS (black women: low versus high iSES (PR = 1.92, 95% CI, 1.41–2.61) and medium versus high iSES (PR = 1.56, 95% CI, 1.03–2.34); white women: low versus high iSES (PR = 1.36, 95% CI, 1.18–1.58) and medium versus high iSES (PR = 1.20, 95% CI, 1.05–1.37)). Among women, inverse associations of nSES with MetS were also observed. The magnitude of this association was weaker than the association observed for iSES in both black women (low versus high nSES (PR = 1.20, 95% CI, 1.04–1.40) and medium versus high nSES (PR = 1.25, 95% CI, 1.03–1.53)) and white women (low versus high nSES (PR = 1.17, 95% CI, 1.00–1.37); and medium versus high nSES (PR = 1.14, 95% CI, 1.00–1.30)). Results for education, not shown, were similar to those obtained when family income was used as a proxy for iSES.

We repeated analyses including all participants who had prevalent diabetes at baseline. Associations of both iSES and nSES with MetS remained similar (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

Our results are consistent with earlier studies, which report an inverse association between iSES and the MetS (21–36), although associations were largely limited to women. We also found evidence of a modest increased prevalence of MetS among those from medium and lower SES neighborhoods. This nSES effect, though not always significant, persisted after controlling for iSES and was evident in all race-gender groups except for white men. The association of neighborhood SES with MetS has not been well studied in the literature, although a pattern of weaker associations between nSES and insulin resistance in men compared with women has also been observed by Diez-Roux et al. (38). However, they found an inverse association between SES and the MetS in white men.

### TABLE 2. The Age-Adjusted Prevalence of the Metabolic Syndrome and Neighborhood Index Score Income by Race and Gender, Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study (1987–1989) $^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Black Women</th>
<th>White Women</th>
<th>Black Men</th>
<th>White Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1803</td>
<td>5244</td>
<td>1129</td>
<td>4533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family income$^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&gt;$50,000</td>
<td>21 (15–31)</td>
<td>21 (18–23)</td>
<td>30 (22–41)</td>
<td>31 (28–34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000–49,999</td>
<td>36 (29–44)</td>
<td>28 (25–30)</td>
<td>29 (23–38)</td>
<td>36 (33–40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&lt;$25,000</td>
<td>45 (40–50)</td>
<td>35 (32–39)</td>
<td>30 (24–37)</td>
<td>35 (30–40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Z-Score$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>43 (39–47)</td>
<td>30 (28–32)</td>
<td>30 (27–33)</td>
<td>35 (33–37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>44 (40–49)</td>
<td>35 (32–38)</td>
<td>27 (24–31)</td>
<td>36 (33–40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Data are percents (confidence interval).

$^b$ Total combined family income for the past 12 months.

$^c$ Six census tract socioeconomic measures were combined into a composite index and categorized as race-specific tertiles (low, medium, high).

### TABLE 3. Adjusted$^a$ Prevalence Ratios and 95% Confidence Intervals of the Metabolic Syndrome by Income and Neighborhood Index Score by Race and Gender, Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study (1987–1989)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Black Women</th>
<th>White Women</th>
<th>Black Men</th>
<th>White Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1803</td>
<td>5244</td>
<td>1129</td>
<td>4533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family income$^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&gt;$50,000</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000–49,999</td>
<td>1.56 (1.03–2.34)</td>
<td>1.20 (1.05–1.37)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.63–1.52)</td>
<td>1.14 (1.03–1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&lt;$25,000</td>
<td>1.92 (1.41–2.61)</td>
<td>1.36 (1.18–1.58)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.68–1.41)</td>
<td>1.04 (0.90–1.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Z-Score$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1.25 (1.03–1.53)</td>
<td>1.14 (1.00–1.30)</td>
<td>1.28 (1.01–1.62)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.88–1.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1.20 (1.04–1.40)</td>
<td>1.17 (1.00–1.37)</td>
<td>1.16 (0.89–1.50)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.84–1.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Model adjusted for age, smoking status, alcohol use, physical activity, LDL-C, ARIC center and jointly considered iSES and nSES.

$^b$ Total combined family income for the past 12 months.

$^c$ Six census tract socioeconomic measures were combined into a composite index and categorized as race-specific tertiles (low, medium, high).
and in black men in the highest categories of income and education, whereas we did not observe significant associations for either black or white men.

Different proxy measures of SES (e.g., education, income) are known to vary in how accurately they reflect the socioeconomic circumstances of different sociodemographic groups (55,56). Thus, it is possible that the observed gender differences reflect errors in measurement of SES. However, our findings were consistent across measures and our neighborhood measure incorporated a range of characteristics previously reported to contribute to the social and economic context of area of residence (50), minimizing our concerns that the observed gender differences were merely artificial.

There are several mechanisms by which SES may differentially affect the MetS in women and men. It has been suggested that abdominal obesity and defects in insulin sensitivity are the two main risk factors for the MetS (57–59). In addition to being inversely correlated with insulin sensitivity (60), abdominal obesity often leads to insulin resistance (57,59). Various metabolic pathways have been proposed to link both insulin resistance and increased waist circumference to the MetS (61). Thus, it is possible that the inverse SES–MetS associations seen in women are in part due to a higher prevalence of large waist in women than in men. In support of this hypothesis, other studies have observed gender differences in SES-obesity/body mass index associations (11,12). However, when we examined each component of the MetS individually (data not shown), we did not observe stronger associations of SES with large-waist. Furthermore, statistically significant inverse associations between the prevalence of large-waist and iSES were limited to white women. Second, the association between low SES and distress (62) and depression (63,64) is robust in the literature. It has been postulated that persons with low SES have less personal resources, such as locus of control, coping styles, social support, and experience more stressful life events, than persons with higher SES and are thus more vulnerable to the negative effects of stress on health (65,66). Furthermore, in the population as a whole, women are more likely than men to experience depression (67,68). Stress and depression, via the autonomic nervous system and dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis (62,69), are plausible risk factors for the MetS (70,71). In a nationally representative sample of US adults, a history of depression was independently associated with the prevalence of MetS in women but not men (72). Thus, it is plausible that the observed gender differences in the association of SES with MetS were at least in part due to different psychological responses to adverse socioeconomic circumstances. However, these psychosocial measures were not ascertained in the ARIC baseline examination, and thus we could not evaluate their potential role in the current study.

Gender and race differences in the association between SES and the MetS have been reported in the literature (23,38). A recent report based on a nationally representative sample found that among women, inverse associations of education with MetS were stronger among white women than black women and among men, modest inverse associations of education with MetS were observed in white men (23). Furthermore, an earlier report based on young adults found an inverse association between nSES and the insulin resistance syndrome in whites, and black women whereas in black men the inverse association with nSES was limited only to those persons with more favorable individual social and economic circumstances (high education and income) (38). In our study, blacks disproportionately resided in less affluent neighborhoods and there were relatively proportionately few blacks represented in the high nSES tertile neighborhoods. The limited overlap in the distribution of black and white participants by nSES and the small numbers of black participants in higher SES neighborhoods in the ARIC study communities necessitated the use of race-specific tertiles of neighborhood summary scores. Given this approach, direct comparisons between the magnitude of the nSES-MetS associations in blacks and whites may not be valid.

Interpretations of differences in the relation between SES and MetS by race are further complicated by the confounding between race and geographic region. Both Washington County, MD and Minneapolis, MN study samples consisted solely of white participants, whereas the Forsyth County, NC study sample consisted of both black and white participants. Jackson, MS, with the lowest level of neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics of the study communities, consisted of black participants only.

This study had several strengths. First, it extends findings from previous US reports that showed varying race and gender associations between SES and the MetS. Second, it is based on a large biracial cohort with standardized risk factor assessment of men and women from diverse communities in the US population. Furthermore, we included a variety of SES measures that allowed us to assess the impact of unfavorable individual and contextual social and economic exposures on the MetS.

The current study also has limitations that should be acknowledged. The black population included only two southern US communities that may not be typical of blacks in the United States. However, it is reassuring that within gender groups, the pattern of our findings tended to be consistent across black and white participants. Our study was cross-sectional and thus, we cannot infer causality. As mentioned earlier, psychosocial measures, such as stress and depression, are potentially important mediators that deserve attention in future analyses of the relationship between SES and MetS.

There is debate in the literature about the appropriate geographical level at which to define neighborhood. Further, there is some evidence of variations in the association of neighborhood characteristics with health outcomes when boundaries are changed (the modifiable area unit problem) (73). In the current study, we used census tracts to represent neighborhoods. Census tracts are relatively stable units designed to be homogeneous with regards to population and economic and living conditions (74). Further, empirical associations of neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics defined at the level of the census tract with health outcomes have
been found to be virtually the same as when smaller census block groups were used to define neighborhood (41,75,76). Finally, fixed cutpoints were used to classify each component of the MetS. Use of fixed cutpoints could result in misclassification of the MetS; further, it is also possible that the appropriateness of these cutpoints may vary across race and gender groups. Although race and gender differences in the prevalence of MetS are well described in the literature, the intersections between race, gender, and the joint contribution of iSES and nSES and MetS have received little attention. In the current study, among both black and white participants, iSES and nSES were inversely associated with an increased prevalence of MetS among women but not men. Further studies aimed at identifying mechanisms, which explain the variations in the impact of SES on MetS are warranted and may provide insight into avenues for the prevention of the MetS and its chronic disease sequelae.

The authors thank the staff and participants of the ARIC study for their important contributions.
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